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Course title: Chinese Taiji ---24 Style

Credit: 2
Total Teaching hours: 32
Course Code: FS 202

Lecturer Information

Name: Zhong Donggen
Office: Sports Department of Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics
Email :zdg55555@126.com
Tel: 15870001899

Course Description

Under the organization of the Chinese Sporte Committee, masters and experts of
Wushu created the “24-form Taiji Quan”in1956, also known as simplifind Taiji. Based on
the Yang style of Taiji,the entire set is composed of simple movements that gradually
become more complex.

In 24-form Taiji Quan, many repeated moves in the original routine were removed and
the minimum structure and skill content are strengthened. The movements involving
the right side of the body have been added to provide symmetry not found in the old
sets. Therefore, it is easier to understand, easier to learn, and more practical to train for
fitness.

Taiji is not only a martial art for defense and offense but also a useful sport for
bodybuilding and preventing disease. Studies around the world have shown that
long-term Taiji practice provides wondrous effects in preventing and alleviating various
diseases in the nervous, respiratory, digestive, circulatory, and other systems.

The 24-form Taiji Quan retains the main features of Yang style Taiji including the slow,
continuous, and reaching movements that are soft but full of internal power, and which
play an active part in health preservation. Since its development in 1956, around one
billion people throughout 150 countries and areas in the world now practice the
24-form Taiji Quan . of the 130 types of Wushu boxing techniques and the thousabds
of existing Wushu sets ,24-form Taiji Quan is the only one being practiced by the
greatest number of people in far-reaching places .The textbook promotes Taiji culture
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and its benefits to people all over the world, by presenting clearly the 24-form Taiji
Quan step by step.

Aims and Objectives:

Chinese martial arts are splendid Chinese historical and cultural treasures Taiji is a form
of matial arts that combines self-defense, fitness, health, recreation, viewing and other
functions.The simplified 24—moves Tai chi is created on the basis of the Yang Tai Chi，a
kind of traditional Chinese Tai Chi. With 13 basic techniques of Tai chi, it is a set of
primary exercises that is easy to learn, grasp and practice. Long-term practice will lay a
solid foundation for students to continue learning other higher-level kinds of tai chi.
Teaching combined with tai chi martial art of self-defense and fitness features, form and
enhance students' interest in learning and teaching objectives. Methods of the
traditional Taijiquan system was optimized and improved in order to enhance the effect
of simplified Taijiquan classroom teaching.

Learning Outcomes:

In order to continue to learn other higher level of tai chi chuan, this course lays a solid
foundation. The course will promote Chinese language usage and cultural exchange.
Through this course, students learn about the relationship and origin between tai chi
chuan and the Chinese classics, knowing about Chinese traditional culture, and physical
activity, to prevent and cure diseases, improve bone, muscle and joint health. Tai chi
chuan demonstrates "in movement there is stillness.” The tai chi chuan movement is
complex, neat, and unbroken. It can be a very good training for motion coordination and
balance.

Teaching Methods:

The program is designed for foreign students and martial arts enthusiasts. According to
each student’s physical and mental characteristics, teaching methods will combine
group practice method, men and women pairing practice method, repeated practice
method, game method, encourage method, competition law, positive feedback method,
and videos. The teaching methods improve the students' learning, observation, and
understanding of tai chi chuan ability to cultivate the good habit of lifelong sports.

Assessment:

Final Examination 70%
Homework assignments 20%
Class participation and performance: 10%
Total 100%
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To achieve a pass grade in this course, students must obtain 60% or more as an
aggregate mark on the assessment.

Examination content:

A complete set of action test: students is required to show 24 types of taijiquan in a
limited time which is mainly testing whether students can keep balance and whether
students’ actions are fluent and rhythmic . Teacher will use A/B/C/D/E to rank the
teaching effect.

Your Input

During the class, students must put away phones, keys, purses or anything that hinders
the sports, and please be advised to wear a pair of loose or baggy trousers. If you don't
feel quite well you can ask for a leave or just sit on the side and watch. You can also ask
a leave for emergency with 2 points deducted. If a student is absent without any reason,
you will lose 5 points each time, and 3 or more unexcused absences disqualify students
for the final test.

Class will be held as scheduled, normally changing or suspending class will not happen.

Course outline

1、Basic Skills of 24-form TaiJi

1.1 Stance Exercises

1.1 .1 Ball-Holding Stance

1.1 .2 Open/Close Stance

1.1 .3 Rise/Fall Stance

1.2 Body Positions

1.2 .1 Hand Positions

1.2 .2 Foot Positions

1.2 .3 Hand Movement
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2. 24-form Tai Ji Quan Movements Decomposition

2.1 Group 1

2.1.1 Opening

2.1.2 Splitting the Wild Horse's Mane-Left and Right

2.1.3 White Grane Spreading Wings

2.2 Group 2

2.2.1 Brush Knee and Twist Steps- Left and Right

2.2.2 Playing zhe Pipa

2.2.3 Backward Steps and Swirling Arms-Left and Right

2.3 Group 3

2.3.1 Grasp the Bird's Tail

2.3.2 Grasp the Bird's Tail

2.4 Group 4

2.4.1 Single Whip

2.4.2 Wave Hands Like Clou0ds

2.4.3 Single Whip

2.5 Group 5

2.5.1 High Pat on Horse

2.5.2 Kick with Right Heel

2.5.3 Strike Opponent's Ears with Both Fists

2.5.4 Turn and Kick with Left Heel
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2.6Group 6

2.6.1 Push Down and Stand on the Left Foot

2.6.2 Push Down and Stand on the Right Foot

2.7 Group 7

2.7.1 Working with a Shuttle- Left and Right

2.7.2 Needle to the Bottom of the sea

2.7.3 Flashing the Arm

2.8 Group 8

2.8.1 Turn ,Deflect,Parry and Punch

2.8.2 Withdraw and Push

2.8.3 Cross Hands

2.8.4 Closing

Text Books and Indicative Reading List:

1 Li Shou Tang:《24 types of taijiquan learning and practicing》 Shanxi Science and Technology Press

2 Li De Yin:《24 types of taijiquan》Beijing Sport University Press

3 Zhang Yin Chao ：《24 types of taijiquan quickstarting 》Beijing Sport University Press

4 Chen Xing :《Chen Style taijiquan diagram》Shanxi Science and Technology Press

5 Yang Cheng Fu: 《Tai chi chuan body with encyclopedia》People's sports press

Calendar of Teaching Activities

Activities Chapters Things to remember

Week 1

The brief introduction of the

development of Tai Chi

2、The do’s and don’ts of Tai Chi

3、The basic techniques of Tai Chi

The 1st

Chapter

The 1st and

2nd section

1、Obey the regular

discipline

2、Grasp the Qigong

breathing method

3 、 The routine of

moves
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4、The first three moves of Tai Chi

Week 2

1 、 Review the moves we’ve

learned and continue with new

moves

2、 Learn the 4th、 5th and 6th

moves

3 、 Repeat the 1st 、 2nd and

3rdmoves and put them with what

we‘ve learned in this class in series

The 2nd

Chapter

The 1st

section

1、 Keep the line in

order

2、 Grasp the class

discipline of Tai Chi

Week 3

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Review what we’ve learned

3 、 Show what you learned in

different groups

Practice in different

groups

Week 4

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Learn the next 7th、8th and 9th

moves

3、 Practice those eight moves in

series repeatedly

Week 5

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Review those 8 moves

3、Learn the 9th、10th and11th

moves

4、Practice those 11 moves we‘ve

learned

Pay attention to the

routines of moves

and the connections

between moves

Week 6

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Review those 11 moves

3 、 Divide students into several

groups，then show

Practise and

evaluate

Week 7

1、Practice the basic moves

Learn the 12th、13th、14th and

15th moves

2、Review those 11 moves

Week 8

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Review those 15 moves

3、A test for what you’ve learned

so far

Teach the ways for

being united in body

and soul

Week 9

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Learn the 16th and 17th moves

3、Review those 15 moves and put

them in series

Week 10

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Review the 12th—17th moves

3、Review the 1st—11th ，moves
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Week 11

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Practice the content of last class

Week 12

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Learn 18th—20th moves

3、Review what you’ve learned in

groups

The competition of

groups

Week 13

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Learn the 21st—24th moves

3、Review the 1st—24th moves

Week 14

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Review the 24—moves Tai Chi

Week 15

1、Practice the basic moves

2、Review what needs to be tested

Week 16 1、Review what needs to be tested

Week 17 Final exam


